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tion (the so-called KdV frame) to another (the so-calledLiouville or CFT frame), such that new de�ned corre-lation numbers of MM coincide with naturally de�nedones in the Liouville Gravity.The form of the transformation was conjectured in[6] for the particular case of the p-critical One-matrixmodel, which corresponds to the Minimal Liouville grav-ity MG2=2p+1. The conjectured identity of the correla-tion numbers was checked up to �ve-point case in genuszero [6, 7].At last the third approach { 2d Topological gravitywas invented by Witten in [8], who built axiomatics ofthis theory along the lines of intersection theory. It wasconjectured and checked (for genus zero) in [8] that cor-relation numbers in Topological gravity and in Matrixmodels coincide. It should be mentioned that this facttakes place if correlation numbers in One-matrix modelare calculated in KdV frame.The article is organized in the following way. At �rstwe review the method of orthogonal polynomials for thesolution of Matrix model, the double scaling limit andDouglas string equation. Then we use these tools tocompute the torus partition function in p-critical One-matrix model.We use the explicit expression for the partition func-tion in genus one to compute the correlation numbers inKdV, as well as in CFT frames.The results in CFT frame should be compared withthe correlation numbers in the Minimal Liouville grav-286 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Two dimensional gravity in genus one in matrix models : : : 287ity, which have not been computed yet. In genus one weexpect a coincidence similar to that observed in genuszero [5, 6].After that, we evaluate explicitely the �rst three cor-relation numbers in KdV frame. Afterwards we derivethe recursion relation in genus one and observe thatit coincides with the one of Topological gravity. Thenwe compute two �rst correlation numbers in Conformalframe. At the end we discuss some open problems.2. The method of orthogonal polynomials.Here we give some well-known aspects of the methodof orthogonal polynomials [2]. The partition functionwhich includes surfaces of all genera isF (vk; N) = logZ dMe�trV (M); (1)where M is hermitian N � N matrix and V (M) == NPp+1k=1 vkM2k is the polynomial potential with dif-ferent coupling constants vk, and in further calculationwe �x vp+1 = (p+ 1)!p!=(2p+ 2)! for simplicity. On theother hand, it is known [2] that partition function (1) isexpressed through the sumF = 1Xh=0N2�2hFh; (2)where h is genus of surface and Fh is the partition func-tion of all surfaces with genus h. In this paper we eval-uate torus partition function F1, expanding the integral(1) in 1=N series.In this section we carry on evaluation using themethod of orthogonal polynomials.Since the integrand in (1) depends only on the eigen-values of the matrixM , we can factorize the integrationmeasure into the product of the Haar measure for unitarymatrices and an integration measure for eigenvalues.Thus we haveF (vk; N) = logZ NYi=1 d�i�2(�)e�Pi V (�i); (3)where �i's are the N eigenvalues of the hermitian ma-trix M and �(�) = Qi<j(�i � �j) is the Vandermondedeterminant. Then we de�ne the set of orthogonal poly-nomials Pn(�) = �n + :::, byZ 1�1 d�e�V (�)Pn(�)Pm(�) = sn�nm: (4)It is easy to see that the Vandermonde determinant canbe written as �(�) = detPj�1(�i). After some calcula-tions we get the expression for general partition functionF = N N�1Xk=1 (1� k=N) log(sk=sk�1): (5)

Therefore we need to evaluate the sk. Due to the as-sumption that the potential V (�) is even, and also dueto orthogonality and normalizing condition of polynomi-als one can obtain the simple recursion relation�Pk = Pk+1 + RkPk�1; (6)where Rk is constant. Then we can deriveR e�V Pk�Pk�1d� = Rksk�1 = sk, and thussk=sk�1 = Rk. After that the partition functionwrites as followsF = N N�1Xk=1 (1� k=N) logRk: (7)The next step is the key relation that will allow us todetermine Rk :ksk�1 = Z e�V P 0kPk�1 = Z e�V V 0PkPk�1: (8)Since the derivative of the polynomial potential V (�)is equal V 0(�) =Pp+1k=1 2kvk�2k�1, we need to evaluateintegrals like R e�V �2n�1PkPk�1.To do this one should apply relation (6) precisely2n� 1 times:�2n�1Pk = �2n�2(Pk+1 +RkPk�1) = �2n�3(Pk+2 ++Rk+1Pk+RkPk+RkRk�1Pk�2) = ::: = Pk+2n�1+::::But from this sum only the terms with Pk�1 will givecontribution to integral (8). The contributions of thesuch terms to the integral (8) may be visualize paths of2n� 1 steps (n� 1 steps up and n steps down) startingat k and ending at k � 1.Each step down from m to m � 1 receives a factorof Rm and each step up receives a factor of unity.The total number of the paths is given by the bi-nomial coe�cient Cn2n�1 and each path gives a contri-bution to the factor of sk�1 arising due to the integralR e�V Pk�1Pk�1. Thus for our potential V (�) one canobtain the equationkN = ~W (Rk; Rk�1; :::; Rk�p); (9)where the function ~W is the polynomial of R-terms. Inexplicit form it can be written like~W (Rk; Rk�1; :::; Rk�p) = p+1Xn=0 2nvn ~Wn == p+1Xn=1 2nvn Xf�2n�1gRk+m1 � ::: � Rk+mn ; (10)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



288 A.A.Belavin, G.M.Tarnopolskywhere f�2n�1g denotes all paths of length 2n� 1 of thetype, which is described above. Each path determinesthe numbersm1; :::;mn, where k+mi are the coordinatesof points, from which the path goes down. Solving (9)with respect to the R0ks, and putting the answer in (7)we obtain full partition function F . In the next part wewill carry on this procedure using perturbation theorywith parameter 1=N .3. Evaluation of F0 and F1. We are going to �ndRk(N) which satisfy to equation (10) when N goes toin�nity. Therefore we can look for this solution in termsof the smooth function R(�;N) of variable � 2 [0; 1],such that R( kN ; N) = Rk.It means that R(�+m=N;N) has the Taylor expan-sion R(� +m=N;N) = R(�;N) ++ mNR�(�;N) + m22N2R��(�;N) +O� 1N3�; (11)where R� � @R=@� and R�� � @2R=@�2.In addition we assume that the function R(�;N) it-self can be also expanded in seriesR(�;N) = R(�) + 1NR1(�) + 1N2R2(�) + :::; (12)when N goes to in�nity.Taking into account the �rst assumption we get from(10) after some calculations (see Appendix B) the follow-ing expansion of ~W :~W (Rk; Rk�1; :::) =W (R(�;N)) + 1NW1(R(�;N)) ++ 1N2W2(R(�;N)) +O� 1N3�; (13)whereW (R(�;N)) = p+1Xn=1 (2n)!n!(n� 1)!vnRn(�;N); (14)W1(R(�;N)) = 0; (15)W2(R(�;N))=RR��6 W 00(R(�;N))+RR2�12 W 000(R(�;N));(16)and W 0(R) � dW=dR , W 000(R) � d3W=dR3.Thus the equation (9) takes a form� =W (R(�;N)) + RR��6N2 W 00(R(�;N)) ++ RR2�12N2W 000(R(�;N)) +O� 1N4�; (17)where � = k=N .

Using the expansion (12) we have from (17) atN!1� =W (R(�)); (18)R1(�) = 0;R2(�)=� R(�)12W 0(R(�)) �2R��W 00(R(�))+R2�W 000(R(�))� :(19)Let us come back to partition function (7). In orderto obtain the coe�cients Fh from (2) we need to expandthe sum in formula (7) in 1=N series. We pass from dis-crete sum of number k to integral of continious variable�. For this procedure one need to use Euler{Maclaurinformula (see Appendix A).F = N2 Z 10 d�(1��) logR(�;N)�N2 (G(1)�G(1=N))++ 112(G0(1)�G0(1=N)) +O(1=N); (20)where G(�) = (1 � �) logR(�;N). Using the formulae(12) and (19) we obtain from (20)F0 = Z 10 d�(1� �) logR; (21)F1 = � 112 Z 10 d�(1� �)2R��W 00(R) +R2�W 000(R)W 0(R) ;(22)where R = R(�) is the solution of equation (18).In (21), (22) we keep only �rst integral term in r.h.s.of (20) and omit the others. The reason is that in thevicinity of critical point, which we will be interesting be-low, these terms have less singularity than the integral.4. The vicinity of p-critical point. The p-criticalpoint are de�ned by the system of equationsW (Rc) = 1; W 0(Rc) = 0; ::: W (p)(Rc) = 0: (23)Actually it is the system of equations, which determinecoe�cients vck; k = 1; :::; p, and de�ne the Rc. Thus ifwe put the vk = vck , then we have from (18)� = 1 + (R�Rc)p+1: (24)Then if we consider the special small deviations �vk == vk � vck, such that equations in (23) take a formW (Rc) = 1 + tp�1; W 0(Rc) = tp�2; :::W (p�1)(Rc) = t0; W (p)(Rc) = 0: (25)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Two dimensional gravity in genus one in matrix models : : : 289Denoting u = R�Rc one can obtain from (18)� =W (u) = up+1 + t0up�1 + p�1Xk=1 tkup�k�1 + 1: (26)We can rewrite (26), making a substitution � = 1 � y,as follows P(u) + y = 0; (27)where P(u) def= up+1 + t0up�1 + p�1Xk=1 tkup�k�1: (28)In view of formula (27), in further we treat the variableu, as the function of variables ftkg and y: u = u(ftkg; y)(or u(y) for short).Therefore from (21) and (22) one can get for singularpart of the partition function [2] of genus zero and genusone F0 = 1Rc Z 10 dy y u(y); (29)F1 = � 112 Z 10 dy y 2P 00(u)uyy + P 000(u)u2yP 0(u) ! ; (30)whereP 0(u) � dPdu ; P 00(u) � d2Pdu2 ; P 000(u) � d3Pdu3 :The singularity of F1 arises due to the contributionof the vicinity of the point y = 0 in the integral.Using (28) in relations uy = �1=P 0 and uyy =�P 00=(P 0)3, we obtain the following �nal answers forthe singular parts of the partition functions F0 and F1F0 = 12 Z u�0 P2(u)du; (31)F1 = � logP 0(u�)12 ; (32)where u� = u�(t0; t1; :::; tp�1) is the suitably chosen root[6] of the polynomialP(u). The result (32) was obtainedby di�erent method in [9].In further we want to evaluate correlation numbersin the critical point (t0; 0; :::; 0). Let us denote the cos-mological constant t0 = �. The deviation from criticalpoint is de�ned by parameters tk; k = 1; ::; p�1. In thevicinity of the critical point �� 1, tk � � k+22 , the scal-ing partition function, which corresponds to the surfacesof genus h, is scale invariantFh[��; � k+22 tk] = (�p+3=2)1�hFh[�; tk]: (33)

Double scaling limit corresponds to N ! 1,while � and tk ! 0 proportionally (N2"2)� 22p+3 and(N2"2)� k+22p+3 correspondingly, where " is some �nite pa-rameter.Making suitable replacement of variables, usingthe rescaling (33) and performing the substitutionF=N2"2 ! F for simplicity, we arrive to the expres-sion for the partition function in the double scaling limitF [�; tk; "] F [�; tk; "] = 1Xh=0 "2hFh[�; tk]; (34)where " is the parameter, which is responsible for genusexpansion. The expansion (34) is similar to the ones inLiouville gravity.In the next section we derive the same expression forthe torus partition function by method di�erent to onesin section 2. Namely we will use the string equationfor the partition function F [�; tk; "] and the expansionrespect to the small parameter ".5. String equation. In this section we show howto obtain the expressions (31) and (32) using the dou-ble scaling limit and the Douglas string equation. Thestring equation is the equation for function u(x; "; �; tk)(or u(x; ") for short), which is connected with the parti-tion function in the double scaling limit F [�; tk; "] asu(x; ") = d2Fdx2 ; (35)and looks as follows [P̂ ; Q̂] = 1; (36)where Q̂ = "2d2 + u(x) and P̂ = �Pp+1k=1 tp�1�kQ̂k�1=2+are two di�erential operators.Q̂k�1=2+ is the non-negative part of the pseudo-di�erential operator Q̂k�1=2.In view of (34) we look for u(x) in the formu(x; ") = 1Xh=0 "2huh(x); (37)where, obviously, uhuh(x) = d2Fhdx2 : (38)It is known [2], that[Q̂k�1=2+ ; Q̂] = dSkdx ; (39)where the coe�cients Sk(u) obey the recursion relationdSk+1dx = udSkdx + 12uxSk + "24 d3Skdx3 ; (40)10 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



290 A.A.Belavin, G.M.Tarnopolskywith the boundary conditions S0 = 12 and Sk(k 6= 0) van-ish at u = 0, and we assume that ux = @u=@x; uxx =@2u=@x2. Thus we obtain from (36) the relationp+1Xk=1 tp�1�kSk(u) = �x: (41)The solution of the recursion relations (40) (see Ap-pendix), including the �rst three terms isSk(u) = Ck2k22k+1 �uk + "2k(k � 1)6 uk�2uxx++"2k(k � 1)(k � 2)12 uk�3u2x�+O("4): (42)Thus after rescaling the parameter tk ! 22k+1Ck2k tk, we canobtain from (41) thatP(u) + "2�16P 00(u)uxx + 112P 000(u)u2x� = O("4); (43)where P(u) is the polynomial from (28) and x = tp�1,t�2 = 1, t�1 = 0.Using the expansion (37), we get from (43)to the ze-roth order in the ", that u0(x) obeysP(u0) = 0; (44)therefore u0 = u�(t1; :::; tp�2; x); (45)where u� is the suitably chosen root of the polyno-mial P(u). To the second order in the " gives for theu1(t1; :::; tp�2; x) the following expressionu1 = �P 000(u�)(u�x)2 + 2P 00(u�)u�xx12P 0(u�) : (46)Knowing u0 and u1 we can �nd corresponding the par-tition functions F0 and F1, using (38) and the fact thatif F and u� are connected by relation@2F@x2 = f(u�); (47)then F = � Z u�0 P(u)P 0(u)f(u)du: (48)This formula can be checked by straightforward calcu-lation.Integrating by parts and omitting the regular terms,we get from (38), (45), (46) and (48)F0 = 12 Z u�0 P2(u)du; (49)F1 = � logP 0(u�)12 : (50)

We see that these formulae coincide with (31), (32). Inthe next sections we will use this formula for the toruspartition function in order to obtain expressions for cor-relation numbers.6. Evaluation of correlation numbers in genusone in KdV frame. In the scaling limit near the p-critical point the partition function of the One-matrixmodel on torus can be described in terms of the solutionof the \string equation"P(u) = 0; (51)where P(u) is the polynomial of degree p+1 (p is naturalnumber)P(u) = up+1 + t0up�1 + p�1Xk=1 tkup�k�1; (52)with the parameters tk controlling the deviation from thep-critical point.The singular part of the partition func-tion on torus in the matrix models F1(t0; t1; :::tp�1) canbe described according to (50), asF1 = � logP 0(u�)12 ; (53)where u� = u�(t0; t1; :::; tp�1) is the suitably chosenroot of the polynomial (52). Also introduce uc =u�(t0; 0; :::; 0) = p�t0. The correlation numbers areexpressed through the formulahOk1 :::Okni1 = @nF1@tk1 :::@tkn ����t1=:::=tp�1=0 ; (54)where the index h i1 denotes the correlation numberson torus. The �rst three correlation numbers are (seeAppendix D) hOki1 = p+ k24 u�k�2c ;hOk1Ok2i1 == (p+ 2 + k1 + k2)(k1 + k2) + 2p� k1k248 u�k1�k2�4c ;hOk1Ok2Ok3i1 = 196 �2k33 + k3i3 + (p+ 4)k2 + 2k2i++(6p+ 8)k + 8p� 2k1k2k3)u�k1�k2�k3�6c ;(55)where k = k1 + k2 + k3, k2i = k21 + k22 + k23 , andk3i = k31 + k32 + k33 .�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Two dimensional gravity in genus one in matrix models : : : 2917. Comparison with Topological Gravity. Inpaper [8] E.Witten gave the de�nition of 2d Topologi-cal gravity. The recursion relation between correlationnumbers has been derived in [8] by studying intersectiontheory. Using this relation Witten computed correla-tion numbers in genus zero and checked their coincidencewith expressions for correlation numbers in One-matrixmodel. This resemblance lead Witten to the conjectureabout the equivalence between Topological gravity andOne-matrix model. Witten in [12] proved his conjectureusing results of M.Kontsevich [13].In this section we show that the same recursion rela-tion in genus one as well as in genus zero holds also inOne-matrix model. Our approach uses the explicit ex-pression for the partition function of One-matrix modeland di�ers from that used by Kontsevich.Let h i0 and h i1 denote the genus zero and genus onecorrelation numbers. The recursion relations betweencorrelation numbers from [8] look as followsh�k1�k2 :::�ksi0 ==k1 XS=X[Yh�k1�1 Yi2X �ki�0i0h�0Yj2Y �kj�ks�1�ksi0; (56)h�k1�k2 :::�ksi1 == 112k1h�k1�1�k2 :::�ks�0�0i0 ++ k1 XS=X[Y h�k1�1 Yi2X �ki�0i0h�0 Yj2Y �kj i1; (57)where �k $ Op�k�1 and the symbol PS=X[Y repre-sent a sum over all decomposition of S = f2; 3; :::; sg asa union of the two sets X and Y .Witten has shown that the relations (56) and (57)are ful�lled for correlation numbers h�k1 :::�ksi0;1 of themore general theory which depends on relevant parame-ters fakg ( ak $ tp�k�1) in such way that expectationvalues of any observable N obey@@ak hNi = h�kNi; (58)if the following relationsh�k1�k2�k3i0 = k1h�k1�1�0i0h�0�k2�k3i0; (59)h�ki1 = 112kh�k�1�0�0i0 + kh�k�1�0i0h�0i1 (60)hold.In One-matrix model the correlation numbers witharbitrary ftkg are given by the formulahOk1 :::Okni0;1 = @nF0;1@tk1 :::@tkn : (61)

Therefore the assumption (58) is holds automatically.The ful�llment of (59) for correlation numbers in genuszero was checked by A.B. Zamolodchikov [10].Below we check (59) and (60) using explicit expres-sions for F0 and F1 from (49) and (50). In terms ofobservables Ok in One-matrix model, the expressions(59) and (60) writes (�k $ Op�k�1)hOp�k1�1Op�k2�1Op�k3�1i0 == k1hOp�k1Op�1i0hOp�1Op�k2�1Op�k3�1i0; (62)hOp�k�1i1 == 112khOp�kOp�1Op�1i0 + khOp�kOp�1i0hOp�1i1: (63)From formula (49) at arbitrary ftkg one can gethOk1Ok2i0 = @2F0@tk1@tk2 = (u�)2p�k1�k2�12p� k1 � k2 � 1 ;hOk1Ok2Ok3i0 = @3F0@tk1@tk2@tk3 = � (u�)3p�k1�k2�k3�3P 0(u�) :(64)Thus it is easy to see from (64) that equality (62) isful�lled. From the torus partition function (50) also atarbitrary ftkg we gethOki1 = @F1@tk == �p� k � 112P 0(u�) (u�)p�k�2 + P 00(u�)12(P 0(u�))2 (u�)p�k�1: (65)The expressions (64) and (65) indeed satisfy the equa-tion (63). Consequently we have proved that the cor-relation numbers in One-matrix model in KdV framesatisfy the recurrence relation (56) and (57), assumingreplacement �k ! Op�k�1.8. Evaluation of correlation numbers in theCFT frame. The CFT frame is de�ned by a di�er-ent set of parameters f�kg, which are associated withftkg by "resonance" transformation [6]. As it was shownin [6] after "resonance" transformation the polynomialP(u; ftkg) from (52) up to the factor (p+1)!(2p�1)!!up+1c takesthe formQ(x; f�kg)= 1Xn=0 p�1Xk1:::kn=1�k1 :::�knn! dn�1dxn�1Lp�P ki�n(x);(66)where x = u=uc, uc is u� at �1; :::; �p�1 = 0 and Ln(x)are the Legendre polynomials. We also assume that�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010 10�



292 A.A.Belavin, G.M.Tarnopolsky� ddx��1 Lp = R Lpdx = Lp+1�Lp�12p+1 . Below we use thenotation Qk1:::kn(x) = dn�1dxn�1Lp�P ki�n(x);Q0(x) = Lp+1 � Lp�12p+ 1 : (67)The correlation numbers are expressed through the for-mulahOk1 :::Okni1 = @nF1@�k1 :::@�kn �����1=:::=�p�1=0 : (68)If we calculated correlation numbers for the parti-tion function in genus zero, inserting the polynomialQ(x; f�kg) instead of P (x; tk) in (49) and (50) we wouldobtained results in [6].Let us compute the partition function in genus one.Thus taking into account the common formulas for cor-relation numbers (96) and (97) in Appendix D and usingsome values for Legendre polynomials and consequentlyfor polynomial Q(x; f�kg) in critical point (x = 1)Q0(1) = 1; Q00(1) = p(p+ 1)2 ;Q000(1) = (p+ 2)(p+ 1)p(p� 1)8 ; Qki = 1;Q0ki(1) = (p� ki)(p� ki � 1)2 ;Q00ki(1) = 18 4Yr=1(p� r � ki + 2);Q0kikj (1) = 18 4Yr=1(p� r � ki � kj + 1); (69)one can obtain from (68) the �rst two correlation num-bers of the partition function in genus one in CFT framehOki1 = (2p� k)(k + 1)24 ;hOk1Ok2i1 = � 124(1 + k1)(1 + k2)�� ((k1 + k2 � 2p+ 2)(k1 + k2)� k1k2 � 4p): (70)9. Conclusion. In this paper we have derivedthe torus partition function F1 in p-critical One-matrixmodel. Using the explicit expression for the partitionfunction in genus one we compute the correlation num-bers in KdV, as well as in CFT frames.We show the ful�llment of recurrence relation for cor-relation numbers in One-matrix model in KdV frame ingenus one, which are the same as that in 2d Topologicalgravity.

The results in CFT frame should be comparedagainst the correlation numbers in the Minimal Liou-ville gravity, which have not been computed yet. Weexpect the coincidence in genus one similarly that wasobserved on sphere [5, 6, 14] and on disk [15].We are grateful to V.Belavin, M.Bershtein, M. Lash-kevich, Ya. Pugai and A. Zamolodchikov for useful dis-cussions.This work was supported by Federal ProgramScienti�c-Pedagogical Personnel of Innovation Russia(contract #02.740.11.5165) and by grant Scienti�cSchools 6501.2010.2. A.B. was supported also by RFBRinitiative interdisciplinary project grant #09-02-12446-o�-m and RBRF-CNRS grant #PICS-09-02-91064.AppendixA. For our aim in section 3 we use Euler{Maclaurinformula [11]. It helps express summation of discretefunction through integration of this function and someother terms.Let function f(x) is considered in section [a; b]. Leth = (b� a)=n, where n is natural number, thennXk=1 f(a+(k�1)h) = 1h Z ba f(x)dx� 12(f(b)�f(a))++ 1Xm=1h2m�1 B2m(2m)! (f (2m�1)(b)� f (2m�1)(a)); (71)where Bm are Bernoulli numbers (B0 = 1, B1 = �1=2,B2 = 1=6). In our analysis of torus partition function weonly use terms in Euler{Maclaurin formula up tom = 1.B. In this section we deal with part of the sum from(10) ~Wn = 2nvn Xf�2n�1gRk+m1 � ::: � Rk+mn ; (72)where f�2n�1g denotes all paths of 2n� 1 steps (n� 1steps up and n steps down) starting at k and ending atk�1. Each step down from m to m�1 receives a factorof Rm and each step up receives a factor of unity.We assume the existence of smooth function R(�;N)of variable � 2 [0; 1], such that R(k=N;N) = Rk. ThusR(� +m=N;N) and ~Wn have the Taylor expansionR(� +m=N;N) = R(�;N) ++ mNR�(�;N) + m22N2R��(�;N) +O� 1N3�; (73)~Wn =Wn + 1NW1n + 1N2W2n + O� 1N3�: (74)Since �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Two dimensional gravity in genus one in matrix models : : : 293R(� + m1N ;N) � ::: �R(� + mnN ;N) == Rn + Rn�1R�N nXi=1 mi + Rn�1R��2N2 nXi=1 m2i ++ Rn�2R2�N2 nXi<j mimj : (75)Thus from (74) we obtainWn = 2nvnRn Xf�2n�1g 1;W1n = 2nvnRn�1R� Xf�2n�1g nXi=1 mi;W2n = 2nvnRn�2R2� Xf�2n�1g nXi<j mimj + (76)+ nvnRn�1R�� Xf�2n�1g nXi=1 m2i :Therefore we need to evaluate the sumsPn = Xf�2n�1g 1; Mn = Xf�2n�1g nXi=1mi;An = Xf�2n�1g nXi=1 m2i ; Bn = Xf�2n�1g nXi<j mimj : (77)First of all, it is easy to see that Pn, which is thetotal number of paths, is given by the binomial coe�-cient Cn2n�1.Thus we have for Pn = Cn2n�1, and one can writesPn = Xf�2n�1g 1 = Cn2n�1;Mn= Xf�2n�1g nXi=1 mi= n�1Xx;y=0(y � x)Cxx+yCn�1�x2n�2�x�y=0;An= Xf�2n�1g nXi=1 m2i = n�1Xx;y=0(y � x)2Cxx+yCn�1�x2n�2�x�y == n(n� 1)3 Cn2n�1; (78)Bn = Xf�2n�1g nXi<j mimj == n�1Xx;y=0(y � x)Cn�1�x2n�2�x�y �� x�1Xx1=0 yXy1=0(y1 � x1)Cx1x1+y1Cy�y1x�1+y�y1�x1 == n(n� 1)(n� 2)12 Cn2n�1:

Thus we obtain for W = Pp+1n=0 2nvnWn, W1 == Pp+1n=0 2nvnW1n and for W2 = Pp+1n=0 2nvnW2n, fol-lowing expressionsW (R(�;N)) = p+1Xn=1 (2n)!n!(n� 1)!vnRn(�;N);W1(R(�;N)) = 0; (79)W2(R(�;N))=RR��6 W 00(R(�;N))+RR2�12 W 000(R(�;N)):C. In this section we solve the recurrence relation forSk[u; u0; u00; :::]dSk+1dx = udSkdx + 12uxSk + "24 d3Skdx3 ; (80)with the boundary conditions S0 = 12 and Sk(k 6= 0)vanish at u = 0. From the form of equation (80) itfollows that Sk is expanded into series of ":Sk = S0k + "S1k + :::+ "lSlk + :::: (81)and l-th term in this expansion contains the commonnumber of derivatives equal to l. In order to obtain thepartition function of genus one we can limit this expan-sion up to the �rst three terms, thus we haveSk = Pk(u) + "Mk(u)ux ++ "2(Ak(u)uxx +Bk(u)u2x) +O("3): (82)For the r.h.s. of the recurrence relation (80) we obtainudSkdx = P 0kuux + " �M 0kuu2x +Mkuuxx�++ "2 �Akuuxxx +B0kuu3x + (2Bk +A0k)uuxuxx�++O("3);12uxSk = 12Pkux + "Mk2 u2x ++ "2�Ak2 uxuxx + Bk2 u3x�+O("3);"24 d3Skdx3 = "2�14P 000k u3x + 34P 00k uxuxx + 14P 0kuxxx�++O("3); (83)and for the l.h.sdSk+1dx = P 0k+1ux + " �M 0k+1u2x +Mk+1uxx�++ "2 �Ak+1uxxx +B0k+1u3x + �2Bk+1 +A0k+1�uxuxx�++O("3): (84)In the order "0 we have one equationP 0k+1 = P 0ku+ 12Pk; (85)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



294 A.A.Belavin, G.M.Tarnopolskywith boundary condition P0 = 12 . And if we make sub-stitution Pk = pkuk, where pk is constant, we obtainrecurrence relation for pkpk+1 = 2k + 12(k + 1)pk: (86)Solving this equation we �nd that pk = Ck2k=22k+1,where Ck2k = (2k)!=k!k! is the binomial coe�cient. Thuswe derive that Pk(u) = �Ck2k=22k+1�uk.For order " we have two equationsM 0k+1 =M 0ku+ 12Mk;Mk+1 =Mku; (87)with boundary condition M0 = 0. The system of equa-tions (87) has only one solution Mk = 0. It easy to seethat already from Mk = 0 it follows, that all terms ofodd order in " will be qual to zero.In order "2 we have system of three equationsAk+1 = Aku+ 14P 0k;B0k+1 = B0ku+ 12Bk + 14P 000k ;2Bk+1 +A0k+1 = (2Bk +A0k)u+ 12Ak + 34P 00k ; (88)with boundary conditions A0 = B0 = 0. Let us solvethe �rst one. Ak+1 = Aku+ 14P 0k: (89)In order to get rid of the heterogeneous compo-nent 14 @Pk@u , we will look for Ak in form Ak == ak k(k�1)4 � Ck2k22k+1�uk�2, where ak are constants, andwe obtain for ak from (89)ak+1(k + 1=2)� ak(k � 1) = 1: (90)Solution for this equation is ak = 23 , thus we haveAk = k(k�1)6 � Ck2k22k+1 �uk�2. For the second equationfrom (88) we put Bk = bk k(k�1)(k�2)4 � Ck2k22k+1�uk�3, thenwe derive equation for the constants bk:bk+1(k + 1=2)� bk(k � 5=2) = 1; (91)and obtain bk = 13 , therefore Bk = k(k�1)(k�2)12 �� � Ck2k22k+1�uk�3. We can see that these solutions forAk and Bk satisfy the third equation in (88).

Summarizing all results, we havePk = � Ck2k22k+1�uk; Mk = 0;Ak = k(k � 1)6 � Ck2k22k+1�uk�2 = 16P 00k (92)Bk = k(k � 1)(k � 2)12 � Ck2k22k+1�uk�3 = 112P 000k ;therefore one can writes Sk as followsSk = Pk + "2�16P 00k uxx + 112P 000k u2x�+O("4): (93)D. The singular part of the partition function ontorus F1(t0; t1; :::tp�1) isF1 = � logP 0(u�)12 ; (94)where u� = u�(t0; t1; :::; tp�1) is the suitably chosen rootof the polynomialP(u) = up+1 + t0up�1 + p�1Xk=1 tkup�k�1: (95)The correlation numbers are expressed through the for-mula (54). Thus in common form �rst two correlationnumbers are (denote Pk = @P=@tk)hOk1 i1 = � 112 �P 0k1P 0 � P 00Pk1(P 0)2 � ; (96)hOk1Ok2i1 = � 112 ���P 0k1k2P 0 �P 00k1Pk2+P 00k2Pk1+P 0k1P 0k2+P 00Pk1k2(P 0)2 ++2P 00P 0k1Pk2 + 2P 00P 0k2Pk1 + P 000Pk1Pk2(P 0)3 ��2(P 00)2Pk1Pk2(P 0)4 � : (97)And the third correlation number is (denote Pi = Pki == @P=@ki) �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Two dimensional gravity in genus one in matrix models : : : 295hOk1Ok2Ok3i1 = � 112 �� P 0123P 0 �P 00(12P3)+P 0(12P3)+P 00(1P23)+P 00P123(P 0)2 ++ 1(P 0)3 �2P 00P 0(12P3) + P 000(1P2P3) + 2P 00(1P 02P3)++P 000P(12P3)+2P 00P 0(1P23)+2P 01P 02P 03�� 1(P 0)4 ���4P 00P 00(1P2P3)+6P 00P 0(1P 02P3)+2(P 00)2P(12P3)++3P 000P 0(1P2P3) + P 0000P1P2P3�++ 1(P 0)5 �8(P 00)2P 0(1P2P3) + 7P 000P 00P1P2P3���8(P 00)3P1P2P3(P 0)6 � ; (98)where parentheses denote symmetrization (for instanceP 00(12P3) = P 0012P3 + P 0023P1 + P 0031P2).In KdV critical point i.e. t1 = ::: = tp�1 = 0,we have uc = u�(t0; 0; :::; 0) = p�t0, and for di�erentderivatives of polynomial P(u) from (95) one can getP 0(uc) = 2upc ; P 00(uc) = 2(2p� 1)up�1c ;P 000(uc) = 6(p� 1)2up�2c ; Pki(uc) = up�ki�1c ;P 0ki(uc) = (p� ki � 1)up�ki�2c ; (99)P 00ki(uc) = (p� ki � 1)(p� ki � 2)up�ki�3c ;Pkikj (uc) = 0:Thus after substitution the expressions (99) in formulas(96), (97) and (98) we obtainhOki1 = p+ k24 u�k�2c ;
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